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TO THE CHARGING OF SPHERE IN A EHD GAS FLOW
A.E. Sorokin
Institute of Applied Physics, RAS, 603950, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia,
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The interaction between conducting sphere and ions has been investigated in a presence of external electric field and
electrohydrodynamic (EHD) gas flow. Gas is considered as weakly ionized under atmospheric pressure. Diffusion is
assumed to be weak and the trajectory assumption is taken into consideration. Ion currents are obtained analytically and
investigated numerically for the collinear electric field and gas flow vectors. It is shown, that sphere charging regimes
depend on the key parameter ?± - the relation of ion drift velocity far away from sphere to gas velocity. So, the cases
??±| < 1 and ??±|  > 1 yield to different charging regimes. For the potential flow, the ion current has been found
analytically in continuous ?± -parameter space.
PACS: 92.60.Pw, 92.60.Mt, 52.40.Kh
TASK FORMULATION
A conducting sphere moves through the weakly
ionized gas with a fixed terminal velocity Up. External
electric field is collinear over sphere motion vector. All
ions which attach sphere surface recombinate on it. The
selectivity properties of the sphere surface are discarded.
The equation for ion trajectories in a spherical coordinates
may be written as
(1)
where ?± = ?1±cos? + ?0  assuming ? = 0 for direct flow
or ? = ? for contrary one,
(2)
and
(3)
where r is the radial spherical coordinate normalized on
particle radius R, ? is the azimuth, Bi± = ±|Bi±| are ions
mobilities, E? is the magnitude of the external uniform
electric field and is assumed positive. U? is the magnitude
of the neutral gas velocity far away from the sphere. The
value p? reflects particle polarization, for high static
relative permittivities, ?? 1, pe? ?1, as for ideal
conducting sphere, for "transparent" particle we have
pe = 1.
ION TRAJECTORIES AND SPECIAL POINTS
Steady states for ions are defined from the equations:
Vr± = V?± = 0. For the neutral particle, only ions which are
being resisted by the external electric field have stationary
points with V = 0. In direct flow, ? = 0, that is negative
ions. The limiting trajectories form a separatrix envelope -
sphere with a radius RS for ???|  < 1, which is determined
from the equation Vr? = 0:
(4)
The same envelope forms and for positive ions in contrary
flow, ? = ?. We need to substitute ??+ except ?? in (4) to
determine RS. Both saddle points, back (r = RS2) and front
(r = RS1) lie on the sphere r = RS, but have different
azimuths: ? = ? is for front saddle point, ? = 0 is for back
one. When sphere acquires the charge then the separating
sphere r = RS disintegrates on two independent separatrix
surfaces, each is connected with a corresponded saddle
point.
Fig. 1. Negative ions tracks (potential flow), ????1.0145,
?? = ?1
One important exclusion concerns the case of potential
flow with ??±| ???1. Let us consider negative ions first.
Then RS2×RS1 ??? and RS2 > RS, RS1 < RS, where RS is the
spherical separatrix radius with the same ?? but with
??= 0. And in the range ??±| > 1, no any stationary points
exist for the Stokes flow. But for the potential flow the
saddle point RS1 moves to the limit value RS1 = ?3???
when ??? ??1 while RS2 tends to infinity. When ?? turns
through the point ?? = ?1, the saddle point RS2 returns
from infinity but from the opposite direction, ? = ?, see
Fig.1.
This state with two saddles with the same azimuth
?m = ? contracts to one saddle ring under ? = ?m, ? = ?m for
positive particle charge (?m < 0):
(5)
At this special point, r = Rm = 3(2?m?? 1)/2?m we have
Vr± = ?Vr±??r = 0, where “+” is for ? = 0 and “-“ is for
? = ?. The bifurcation in this point, (?m, ?m), gives rise the
saddle ring, see Fig. 2, and in the bifurcation point we
have: RS1 = RS2 = RS±.
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Fig. 2. Negative ions tracks (potential flow), ?? =?1.05,
?? = ?1
Coordinates of the saddle rings (RS±,  ?S±), for the
negative ions and direct flow, ? = 0, and for the positive
ions in opposite flow, ? = ?, are defined from the system
Vr± = V?± = 0:
(6)
When electric field became large, ??±| ? 1 and the sphere
charge is fixed then the saddle ring (RS?,  ?S?) turns to
sphere equator (1, ?/2) asymptotically. The transition of
the point (RS?,  ?s?) through equator occurs when particle
charge has become positive (for negative ions). Positive
ions have the same tacks structure in the contrary flow,
? = ? and the bifurcation point (?m,  ?m) is determined by
expression (5) with substituting ??m against ?m. As it will
be showed below, the dislocation of saddle ring has an
influence on charging ion flux.
ION CURRENT, ?± < 1
The solution of the equation (1), with boundary
conditions at infinity,
r sin ?|???, r??  ? h be as following:
(7)
It is supposed that ??±| < 1, otherwise the limit ?? ??
will be valid only for positive ions, for negative one it
might be ??? 0. To find the cross-section, we have to
choose those ions from the flow, which are collected by
the sphere: ?±(1)  =  (2pe + 1)?±.. With this, we obtain an
expression connecting the impact angle ?i± with the shoot
parameter h±:
(8)
where sign “+” is for the positive ions flow while “?” for
the negative ions, q% = q/qU , where qU is the maximum
charge acquired by the isolated ideal conducting sphere in
the unipolar ions environment in the electric field,
qU =  (2pe + 1)E?R2, see [1]. Let us consider, first,
positive ions. With varying h+ from 0 to ht+ the impact
angle ?i+ varies from ? to ?a+  = arccos(? q% ) .
So, the threshold shoot distance ht+ is obtained from
the (8) with cos ?i+  = ? q% :
(9)
If q%  > 0 then Bi+Er(1,? ?) > 0 for  any ? and, as
consequence, all positive ions will be  repelled from the
aerosol surface and J% + = 0, see (10). Oppositely, if
q%  < ?1 then Bi+Er(1,  ?) < 0 for any azimuths ? and all
ions in the vicinity of aerosol particle will be attracted by
it and J% + = ???q. The corresponding collision cross-
section is: ? 2th +  = ?4??+/(1  + ?+). Negative ions are
resisted by the external electric field for ? = 0, and it
gives income to the current if only q > 0. Then negative
ions bend around the particle and impact the surface at the
range ?i? Î [0,  ?a?], where cos(?a?)  =  1 ? 2 q% , as it
follows from the (8). It defines the ring at the particle
surface which is connected by the separatrix paths with
the front saddle point (rS ,  ?). Ions from the maximum
distance ht? move to the back saddle point and attach the
sphere surface with ?i? = 0. As it follows from the
equation (8) the cross-section be as:
? 2th -  = ?4???/(1 + ??).
So, the expressions for ht± determine positive and
negative charging current. The dimensional current, J±,
may be expressed through the collision cross-section
? 2th + :
(10)
or
(11)
where J0± is the maximum charging current. Summarizing
the results, the expressions for the currents be as:
(12)
After the similar arguments as in the case ? = 0 charging
currents for ? = ?may be expressed as:
(13)
The formulae (12), (13) are the same as obtained in [2] by
another way. Actually, the method of integration over the
sphere surface (to sum all ions tracks and deduce the
current) was used in [3] for fast ions ??±|  >1. Following
this assumption and integrating the value 3? cos ? + ?
over the sphere surface from ? =  0 till ? = ?a we have:
(14)
But, as we will find in the next paragraph, that is
correct only for ??±| ? 1 - it’s not for the general case.
For | q% | > 1 integration should be performed over the all
sphere surface that gives J% + = 0 and J% ? =  4 q% for
q% ?? 1; J% +  = ???q and J% ? = 0 for q% ????1.
ION CURRENT, ?±  ? 1
The new results are presented below for the "fast" ions.
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Potential flow with ??±|  > 1 has stationary points as it is
shown in Fig. 1,2 and has closed ion paths. Let us
consider the parameter space (?±, ?±) for negative ions and
let ? = 0. When ???|Î [1, |?m|] the current is determined
by formula (12), right side. But for ???| > ?m we have to
find the attachment azimuth which is not equal to the old
value ?a? = arccos (1?2 q% ) for q%  > 0 (positive net
charge, negative ions).
Since, the coordinate for saddle ring is known, we can
connect two conjugate points (1,  ?a?) and (1, q% a?) with
separatrix ring state (RS?, ?S?). Thus, all these points lie on
the same ion path, see Fig. 2. Solving (1) for closed
separatrix path and using the relation
cos?a± + cosq% ±= -2 q% gives:
(15)
where q% S? = (?1(RS?) + ?0(RS?))/3??, ?0, ?1 are the flow
function for potential flow determined by (2). Extending
this expression for the positive ions too, q% S± is written as:
(16)
where (RS±,  ?S±) are the coordinates of the saddle ring.
Integrating the radial electric field over the sphere and
using the relation cos ?S? = ? q% / q% S? the negative ion
current be as:
(17)
At the point (?m, ?m) we have q% S? = q% and formula (17)
yields: J% ? =  4 q% that is the same as for all range
???| < |?m|. From the other side, in the limit ???| ? 1,
current turns to the value (1 + q% )2, since q% S?? ? 1.
Finally, for all q% range, ???|  > 1, ? = 0, negative ions
current is:
 ,
(18)
where q% S? = (1 + 2???|)/2???|RS? and it is always positive.
If q% ? 1 the current remains a constant for all ?±. For
positive ions there are no closed tracks if ??+| > 1, ? = 0.
So, J% + can be obtained by the simple integration over the
sphere with limit azimuth cos ?a+ =  1? 2 q% . It gives the
left part of equation (17). Due to the symmetry, currents
J% ± for ? = ? can be obtained using the following
substitution in (18): J% ±???? Jm% , ??????+, q% ???? q% ,
q% s?  ?  ? q% S+, and setting - in formula for q% S?:
(19)
where q% S+ = (1 + 2?+)/2?+RS+, and J% ? is determined by
the right side of (20). Near the point ??±| = 1 we can find
that q% S± » (1.5)2/3(dx)1/3 = 1, where ?? = ??±??1. But if
??±| ? 1 then q% s± ? 1?1/3?±2 ~ 1. At this limit formulas
(19) and (18) became equivalent. This means that current
does not depend on angle ? if ??±| ? 1. That is right also
for Stokes flow for any ??±|  > 1, then current will be
expressed by the formula (19) with q% S+  = 1.
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